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Abstract
The aim of this research is to design and construct a semiconductor laser range finder operating in the near infrared range for ranging and designation. The main part of the range finder is the transmitter which is a semiconductor laser type GaAs of wavelength 0.904 µm with a beam expander and the receiver; a silicon pin detector biased to approve the fast response time with it’s collecting optics. The transmitters pulse width was 200ns at a threshold current of 10 Ampere and maximum operating current of 38 Ampere. The repetition rate was set at 660Hz and the maximum operating output power was around 1 watt. The divergence of the beam was 0.268°, the efficiency of the laser was 0.03% at a duty cycle of 1.32x10⁻⁴. Special software (ZEMAX EE 2000) was implemented for optimum optical design. The transmission and reflection of the laser pulse spot size were observed and detected by a Night Vision Monitor of second generation with fast digital camera. The Mat lab software used is capable of analyzing and displaying the profile in 4 different methods that is, color code intensity contouring, intensity threshold, intensity cross section along two dimensions x-y and three dimensional plot of the beam intensity given in the same display. The atmospheric attenuation for this semiconductor laser was also calculated using Low- Tran .6 code, which indicated that negligible attenuation is recorded below 2 Km range for λ=0.904 µm
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Introduction

A variety of techniques have been developed to achieve a laser range finder. Recently GaAs semiconductor laser of 0.904μm was extensively used due to its compatibility in many applications for ranging measurement and designating of different target [1-3]. Laser applications are becoming more complicated therefore the quality of laser beam must be closer to ideal profile to achieve success.

Traditional methods of measuring the laser beam intensity profile, such as burn spot, mode burns and viewing the reflected beam, do not provide sufficient information to enable a scientist to achieve optimum laser performance. On the other hand the availability of electronic laser beam profiling instrumentation has enabled scientists and engineers to tune laser to much higher standards. To provide illuminating beam profile displays, these displays in 2D and 3D beam view, often provide sufficient intuition to enable the laser operator to make significant improvements to the laser beam very short time. The other property of electronic beam profile analysis, system an added system for precision measurements could be used as a qualitative real-time visual display of laser beam intensity profile.

A pseudo color gray scale intensity pattern and TV monitor could display a colored image that presents the intensity distribution for the laser beam. The energy distribution of a laser beam is important in many applications. It is important to know the energy distribution of a laser beam applications such as free space communication radar and medical uses. These require data on a pulse by pulse basis, so that pulse to pulse variations in the beam quality can be measured. These data are useful in predicting error rates for a laser communication, and precision of laser radar tracking system [4].

Experimental

The system we describe below is a laser range finder which consists of two parts.

- Firstly: The transmitter part shown in figure (1), contains charging and discharging circuits as well as a fast switching trigger circuit (Thyrestor). The main job of the trigger circuit is to operate the laser diode with a suitable pulse frequency limited by the value f=1/R1C4. The charging circuit provides a suitable pulse width and the output laser beam of the transmitter device passes through a beam expander of focal length (6.8 cm) with a lens diameter (3.2 cm). The beam trace was obtained by ZEMAX –EE 2000 Code as shown in figure (2) to achieve a small spot size and parallel beam with minimum divergence.

- Secondly: The receiver part, shown in figure (3), receives the collimated reflected beam by a Dome lens as (a fish eye) with a focal length of 1.5 cm and a lens diameter of (4.14 cm ). The lens was made of BK-7 type glass to a achieve good for optical transmission. The receiver circuit is triggered by the beam transmitted and reflected automatically records time duration. The output laser pulse duration and repetition rate were measured using a 100MHz storage Tektronix oscilloscope.

Result and discussion

Figures (4, 5) represent the time behavior of the laser pulse at FWHM of 200 ns and a repetition rate of 660Hz. The duty cycle (δ= f.τ) at different frequencies was too low as shown in fig.(6).

The transmission and reflection of the laser pulse were observed and detected by a night vision monitor of second generation as an image intensifier with fast video digital camera. The laser spot size was systematically analyzed by Mat-Lab computer code and the analysis showed uniformity of the intensity distribution different color regions as shown in figures 7& 8 respectively. The laser spot size showed a broadening of over 10 times of that photographed as indicated in figures 9.
& 10 which compare transmitted and reflected laser pulses. The benefit of pesudo contour is to enable on intuitive visualization of laser beam intensity distribution. In these contours the background signal level corresponds to white colors and colors from blue (lowest) to red (highest) display the intensities of laser beam. It can be clearly noted the cross section of laser diode is an elliptical. This is because of divergence in x-direction is different from that in y-direction. This because the cavity of laser diode is rectangular. This result show the capability of our system in analyzing the laser source.

The severe broadening of the reflected beam weakens the detected signal. Which imperatively reflects the improvement of the sensitivity of the detected circuitry. The results obtained of low tran-6 code indicates further expected attenuation of the transmitted laser pulse which further limits the range finder identification [5, 6]. The results of low tran-6 code is shown in Table–1 as average absorbing particles in atmosphere. Figure (11) shows the transmittance of the laser pulse as a function of range.
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**Fig.(1) Transmitter circuit block diagram of laser range finder**

![Fig.2](image2.jpg)

**Fig.(2) Beam trace of output semiconductor laser range finder**
Fig. (3) Receiver circuit block diagram of laser range finder
Fig. (4) Represents laser semiconductor pulse duration show by storage Tektronix oscilloscope where x-axis = 0.5 usec/div, y-axis=0.2 V/div.

Fig. (5) Represents laser semiconductor repetition rate show by storage Tektronix oscilloscope where x-axis = 0.5 msec/div, y-axis=0.5 V/div.

Fig. (6) The relation between output power versus duty cycle
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Fig. (7) The schematic diagram of transmitted IR laser spot
Size analysis system

Fig. (8) Analysis of the transmitted laser pulse
Fig. (9) The schematic diagram of reflected IR laser spot
Size analysis system

Fig. (10) Analysis of the reflected laser pulse
Table –1 Results obtain from low tran-6 code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range(Km)</th>
<th>Transmission of atmospheric suspended particles</th>
<th>Absorption of atmospheric suspended particles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4173</td>
<td>0.651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2696</td>
<td>0.0961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1739</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.2858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.4900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. (11) Transmittance vs. laser ranging

Conclusion

The divergence of the diode laser limits its target selective identification which correspondingly affects the useful recorded distance as a range finder.

This high divergence limits the collimated effective spot for range finder as compared with minimum divergence type solid state laser which ranges to several kilometers.

The codes used proved its reliability in assessing the relevant optical geometry for minimum beam divergence which relatively confirms the beam attenuation in the order of 0.1 mW/meter which was verified experimentally. The cost of building the proposed system for ranging and analyzing the laser source is very cheap. The image processing to the laser beam profile and its energy distribution can be computerized in a very short time. The image processing of the laser is related to the power source, can be used in determination the distance of the object.
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